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Christian Theune!

Root Cause Analysis!
!
FOCAL POINT!
Loss of VM data and prolonged downtime while restoring from backup.!!
WHEN!
from Monday, 2014-03-10 14:30 until Tuesday, 2014-03-11 13:17  
while moving old storage servers into a different Ceph cluster!!
WHERE!
Flying Circus data center Oberhausen, public hosting cluster!!
ACTUAL IMPACT!
A number of VM disk images (less than 25%) was accidentally deleted and had to be restored 
from backup. Restore time exceeded the RTO significantly.!!
POTENTIAL IMPACT!
Data-center wide loss of service and data availability.!!!
Glossary!!
CARTMAN!
! codename for storage servers, suffixed with a running number!
CEPH!

!The distributed object storage software used for our VM block devices. (see http://
ceph.com/docs/master/start/intro/)!

CEPH CLUSTER!
A set of physical servers and Ceph software components aggregating storage resources 
and providing block devices services. A single cluster is used for our public hosting plat-
form.!

DC!
! Data center!
POOL!

A data group within Ceph determining replication policy. Used by the Flying Circus to 
separate VM images per resource groups.!

RTO!
!Recovery Time Objective - the time between a service failure and the service being 
available again!

RPO!
!Recovery Point Object - the maximum age of data that will be restored after a failure.!

CMDB!
!Configuration Management Database - manages the inventory of physical and virtual 
machines, users, resource groups, traffic, …  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Timeline!!
Time Action / Effect

Week before

Cleaned out storage data on old Ceph servers to prepare them for re-
purposing. Moved cartman01 and cartman03 to customer rack to later join 
their Ceph cluster.

Monday 2014-03-10

14:00 Booted cartman01 and prepared OSDs. Reactivated Ceph OSD software on 
cartman01.

14:20 Begin of incident: Nagios shows failures on multiple VM disks. Most 
services seem to still respond OK. Some respond with errors.

14:30 We start investigating the errors.

14:45 Ceph shows that a lot of VM disk images are missing. The configuration audit log 
of cartman01 shows that it reconnected to our public Ceph cluster and issued 
deletion commands for all Ceph pools.

We inform customers through our status page.

We deactivate Ceph on cartman01 again.

We start taking inventory of the affected services. The kind of error hints to 
a large failure domain and we suspect that we may have lost all VM images 
in the data center.

We understand that inconsistent configuration of cartman01 caused a 
wrong decision about Ceph pool management to be propagated to our 
main cluster. We remove the script from cartman01 and cartman03 to avoid 
further damage if we renable Ceph later.

15:30 Communications are hampered because we lost our mail server. We start 
notifying customers personally about the incident and inform them that 
we’re about to restore from backup.

15:31 We provide a hot-fixed version of the Ceph pool management script to 
avoid any future damage from this part of our management.

We start performing restores. Customer production VMs and large SLA-
covered VMs come first.

The backup restore script shows bottlenecks for the large amount of VMs 
we have to restore. We start improving the restore script to allow for more 
redundancy while restoring. VM restore is performed with a low 
parallelization level.

18:55 The bottle neck has been removed from the backup scripts. Large-scale 
backup restore starts.

19:00 A single large customer VM shows bit rot in the stored data. We start 
investigating options to restore from the faulty backup.

20:00! Our internal main mail server is back. Communications are improving.

Tuesday 2014-03-11

Time
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!!

01:00 All but one production customer VMs have been restored. Work continues 
on the VM with inconsistent backup data.

03:15 The night shift goes to bed.

04:00 The morning shift resumes work on the inconsistent VM.

06:30 We find the vector that allows us to restore from the inconsistent backup 
and start the final restore.

10:15! The inconsistent VM has been restored, two missing files were recovered 
from the staging environment. The affected service starts with partial 
availability and reduced performance.

13:17 The last production customer VM comes back online, all services are back 
to normal.

later that day Final gocept-internal and non-production customer VMs are restored.

Action / EffectTime
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Causes!!
AUTOMATION: SAFE UNMANAGEMENT AND DATA REMOVAL!!
The Flying Circus environment is based on strong, modern automation processes to support re-
liability and scalability. The automation model in use supports partial management of environ-
ments to allow integrating configuration from multiple parties.!!
A general weakness of this model is to not modify information that it is not instructed about. In 
this scenario the disabling of the Ceph roles for cartman01 and cartman03 did not lead to the 
removal of access codes both from the machines and the other cluster nodes. Manual cleaning 
was limited to the actual business data. This allowed cartman01 and cartman03 to access the 
original cluster when their Ceph roles were re-enabled in their new environment.!!
However, this was not in itself causing the error. A second weakness was needed for this to 
manifest as data loss: the configuration client in use to manage Ceph pools per resource group 
interfaces with our CMDB. The CMDB provides separate API access levels (“rings”) depending 
on the security scope that a server is associated with. As we moved cartman01 and cartman03 
from our “unrestricted” infrastructure scope (AKA Ring 0) to a customer-specific scope (AKA 
Ring 1) the pool management script received a limited number of pools as they are associated 
with that customer.!!
The weakness in the pool management script was to interpret the absence of data about an enti-
ty (i.e. resource groups / pools) as the information that those pools do not longer exist and 
should be removed from the cluster.!!
The combination of those two weaknesses caused the pool management script to a) talk to the 
wrong Ceph cluster and b) delete pools that it did not know about.!!
CEPH: DISTRIBUTED BUT CENTRAL COMPONENT!!
Previous to Ceph we were running individual iSCSI servers that served single volumes of virtual 
machines. Those exhibited a much lower complexity (and lower overall reliability, scalability, and 
flexibility) and had a much lower risk of data center wide outages or data loss. The incident 
showed that the risk has grown and needs to be mitigated more seriously.!!
BACKUP: MASSIVE RESTORE SCALABILITY!!
When starting to recover VMs from our backup we noticed a bottleneck. Our restore scripts are 
able to create bootable VMs from backup data and can be started in parallel. However, a global 
lock was built into the script so that processes would wait for all running restore jobs to finish be-
fore booting the VM.!!
To perform a massive, parallel restore and utilise storages efficiently we had to refactor the script 
to perform more fine-grained locking (per VM). This took a few hours causing the RTO to not be 
achieved.!!
BACKUP: UNDETECTED INCONSISTENCY!!
All but one VM were restored successfully back into production upon the first try. However, a 
single large (250G+) volume exhibited an inconsistency causing Bacula to abort the restore job 
after about 70G. The error condition was not clear and likely due to bit-rot in the RAID array. We 
had to experiment with various options for Bacula configuration to let the restore job continue 
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through the inconsistent data. The experimentation was slow and took almost 12 hours as each 
job had to run about 1.5 hours until the critical inconsistency was met.!!
Bacula has an Option to verify data consistency during the write process which is currently dis-
abled in our installation due to performance reasons. It is unclear whether setting this option 
would help against this case as it is not clear that the inconsistency was introduced during the 
backup process or due to bitrot under storage. Scrubbing may have helped detecting the incon-
sistency but is not available in Bacula.!!
Additionally, the inconsistent archive was missing only two files. However, due to a recent re-
structure of the backup server’s storage pools we were also unaware that we were still in an in-
termediate stage that did not have full 3 months of backup available. We retrieved the missing 
files from the customers’ staging environment.!!
BACKUP: OVERALL COMPLEXITY, VTL CONCEPTUAL MISMATCH!!
A good part of the extended recovery time is also caused by the overall high complexity of bacu-
la combined with effects of the “virtual tape library” model of Bacula. For one, it introduces sys-
temic bottlenecks (the director and storage daemon) as well as operational inflexibilities.!!
This increased the time needed for fixing the restore script. It also did not allow our administra-
tors to work on multiple issues in parallel, requiring us to work serially on some issues.!!
BACKUP: EXCLUDED HOSTS THAT CARRY GENERATED INSTALLATIONS!!
Some customer services required additional manual intervention by performing service deploy-
ments. Our current policy allowed us to not include virtual machines into backup if they do not 
keep persistent data but can be re-generated from a deployment. In general this is true and 
those deployments worked reasonably well. However, in the overall scheme this also increased 
the recovery time.!!
BACKUP: 24H RPO INSUFFICIENT!!
Some customers raised the issue that a 24h recovery point objective is insufficient for some 
data. This includes the central mail server. A more fine-grained backup (e.g. hourly) would have 
been helpful.!!
COMMUNICATION!!
Some customers had issues with prolonged unavailability of their services due to our policy to 
handle non-productive (development, testing, staging) environments with a low priority during 
the outage. Some customers used their development/testing/staging environments for business-
critical tasks which we were not aware of during the restore.!!!!
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Short-term fixes!!
During the impact and in the immediate days following the incident we performed the following 
actions to improve the situation:!!
• Fixed the over-zealous pool management script. (DONE)!
• Temporarily removed all critical deletion features from our CMDB to be replaced later. (DONE)!
• Reviewed all critical management scripts executing deletions and introduced additional safety 

belts. (DONE)!
• Improve our restore script for operational parallelisation and performance. (DONE)!
• Improve monitoring in our backup to get a better warning if the schedule is missed. (DONE)!
• Including all productive VMs in the backup, independent of the ability to regenerate. (ONGO-

ING)!!
Long-term improvements!!
The following improvements will be performed in the near future to avoid similar situations:!!
AUTOMATION AND MANAGEMENT!
We have reviewed our options for a systematic approach to improve the  safety of unmanage-
ment procedures and the deletion of configuration and data. The concept roughly involves the 
following aspects:!!
• Do not delete records from CMDB but use a “deletion timestamp”.!
• Try to make destructive actions in the CMDB easy to recover: provide undo instead of “Are you 

sure” banners.!
• Keep a detailed database-level audit log of all (relevant) changes in the CMDB.!
• Inform administrators actively about upcoming deletions to support awareness if the schedule 

exhibits flaws (e.g. like a deletion of all data in a data center).!!
• Introduce notion of different criticalities for data:!

• safe to delete and restore (e.g. generated configuration)!
• critical to delete permanently (e.g. removal of passwords upon decommissioning)!
• critical not to delete (customer data, e.g. VM images)!!

• Perform deletions depending on their critically only after a grace period compared to the dele-
tion timestamp.!!

We will also perform a full code review of our management code base to ensure this concept 
gets applied reliably.!!
DOWNTIME MANAGEMENT!
• Avoid scheduling downtime for redundant cluster nodes at the same time.!
• Announce maintenance windows for service nodes on the status page automatically.!!
BACKUP AND RESTORE!
Bacula has served us well over the years. However, this incident has shown that it is not living 
up to our and our customers’ requirements any longer.!!
We have started to take inventory of the requirements and the issues that we experienced dur-
ing the outage and are starting to review alternative backup systems.!!
We are currently reviewing for the following aspects:!
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!
• Simplicity!

• Avoiding the VTL model!
• Long-term usable archive formats!
• Avoid mixing data of multiple VMS!

• Reliability!
• Verification / Scrubbing / Repair!
• Support “high frequency” backups for selected machines!
• Snapshot integration!
• Archive formats!

• Operational flexibility!
• Bottlenecks, head-of-line blocking!
• Support efficient deltas for large files (Data.fs)!
• Parallelisation (Jobs, Servers)!
• Scripting / Integrating with our environment!
• Integration with pre/post actions in the VM!
• Keeping the RTO even under massive restores!
• Self-service for accessing backups by the customer, maybe with the ability to self-verify or 

replicate backups to other locations.!
• Processes!

• Improve fire-drill procedures to ensure continued fitness of processes and tools.!!!
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Conclusion!!
The incident reminded our customers and us harshly that the reliable day-to-day operations in 
the Flying Circus is not guaranteed to be free from “black swan” events. !!
We have identified a number of large issues that need fixing in the near future. We have started 
work on an improved level of safety of our automation systems and re-designing our backup so-
lution.!!
We are sorry for the outage, the data loss, and any inconvenience this incident caused and we 
are grateful for the continued trust of our customers.
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